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Saluki Publishing 
Manuscript Preparation Guidelines for Authors  
‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗ 

Owning The Chicago Manual of Style or subscribing to it online may help you with issues ranging 
from copyediting, design, and marketing to production, proofreading, and indexing. The online 
version is available at www.chicagomanualofstyle.org. 

In particular, please observe the following guidelines as you prepare your final manuscript. The more 
closely your manuscript adheres to these guidelines at the outset, the better the book you are likely to 
have in the end. 

Manuscript Page Set-Up 
Allow one-inch margins on all sides.  
Double-space all text.  
Do not include extra space between paragraphs. 
Paginate pages consecutively from beginning to end in the upper right hand corner.   
Do not start each chapter with a new page number.   
See Illustrations section below for handling images 

Structure and Headings 

Various Parts 
The following elements are recommended for all books: 

• captions, if your manuscript contains illustrations 
• title page 
• table of contents 
• author biography (please see “Sample Author Biographies” below) 
 

The following elements are not required, but you may want to include them: 

• dedication 
• epigraph 
• preface 
• acknowledgments section (which may be included in the preface) 
• list of illustrations (a pared-down version of the captions), if your manuscript contains 

illustrations; please see The Chicago Manual of Style 3.39. 
 

Balance 
A book is most cohesive if its structure is balanced. Ideally, all chapter titles are of roughly similar 
length, and all subheadings are of roughly similar length; all chapters or none have subtitles; all 
chapters or none have epigraphs; all chapters or none are divided into sections titled with 
subheadings; and so on. 

http://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/
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Epigraphs 
We encourage the use of no more than one concise epigraph per chapter. Remember that epigraphs 
are meant to serve as introductory asides. If they serve as introductions or even form parts of your 
argument, they are better incorporated into the chapter proper as quotations. An epigraph does not 
need a note or parenthetical citation; rather, it should have an attribution (the speaker or writer’s 
name and the title of the work) on the following line. 

Do not use note numbers on epigraphs, chapter titles, or subheadings. 

Subheadings 
For chapter titles and a- and b-level subheadings, use capital and lowercase letters. For c-level 
subheadings, use sentence-style capitalization. Distinguish between the different level of 
subheadings by their placement on the page and use of typefaces: A-level subheadings should be 
centered; B-level subheadings should be set flush left; C-level subheadings should be in italics and 
run in to the paragraph that follows. 

Example of an A-Level Subheading 
Example of a B-Level Subheading 
 Example of a c-level subheading. After it, the paragraph continues. 

Sources & Notes 
If your manuscript contains documentation of sources, please ensure that it consistently follows one 
of the following styles. 

• The Chicago Manual of Style, sixteenth edition, 
• MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers, seventh edition, or 
• Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association, sixth edition. 

 
Textual (nondocumentary) aspects of your manuscript may be copyedited to follow the style 
recommended by The Chicago Manual of Style, sixteenth edition. We recommend using the 
dictionaries Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, eleventh edition, and Webster’s Third New 
International Unabridged Dictionary. 

If you use footnotes or endnotes in your manuscript, we encourage you to compose them by using 
the “insert footnote” or “insert endnote” function of your word-processing program. Note that 
typesetting footnotes is more time-consuming than endnotes and additional costs may be incurred. 

Illustrations 
For preparation of figures, plates, tables, graphs, and other illustrative material, please see “Art 
Submission Instructions” on the SIU Press website. If you are creating your own digital art, please 
see the “Art Creation Guidelines,” also on the SIU Press website. 

We will accept your manuscript with images embedded, but ultimately we will remove those images 
and replace them in typesetting.  Therefore, we ask that you include in your manuscript a callout, 
identifying the image file name.  (Example: <Fig7>) 

If you have prepared or are preparing maps or other illustrations that include text, be sure to double-
check the text and illustrations to make sure there are no errors. If you furnished the material, you 
will be responsible for making changes to maps and graphics after these items have been copyedited. 
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The copy editor may very well discover that some aspects of your maps or other graphics require 
correction, so please have a plan for incorporating such corrections. 

Electronic Files 

Word-Processing Applications 
We prefer to work with text files in Microsoft Word 2013, although files may be saved in older 
versions of Word if necessary. Manuscripts in other word-processing programs, except Open Office 
and LaTeX files, usually are acceptable. If you are not using one of the more common word-
processing programs, please ask your editor whether we can work with the program. 

Separate Files Requirement 
We will accept your manuscript as one continuous file or as separated files. With either method, 
please do provide separate files for captions and illustrations, including graphs, charts, and tables.  
Please refer to the Art Submission Guidelines for information about illustration file requirements. 

Final Manuscript Packet 

Rereading Your Manuscript 
Before sending us your manuscript, be sure to run a spell-check on your final files and reread your 
final manuscript printout to catch errors overlooked by computer spell-checkers. Look for letters 
used in place of numbers (and vice versa), such as the letter O standing in for zero and the lowercase 
letter l used to represent the number 1. Watch for words used incorrectly to stand for other words, 
such as “test” instead of “text.” 

Checking Names and Dates 
Especially important is that you double-check all dates and proper names for correctness and 
consistency: people’s names, the titles of works, place names, and the like. While your copy editor 
will do his or her best to catch errors or inconsistency in dates, terms, and names that pertain to the 
specific field covered by the book, the author bears the ultimate responsibility for the accuracy of 
such items.  

Cross-referencing 
We strongly recommend that you do not use page numbers to refer to information discussed 
elsewhere in your text. In most cases, cross-reference to a chapter number or the title of a section 
within a chapter will suffice. If you think cross-references to page numbers are absolutely necessary, 
however, please type three zeros (“000”) as a placeholder in your cross-reference, let your editor 
know you have done so, and note that you will be responsible for making sure the correct page 
number is inserted at the page-proof stage. 

Submitting Your Manuscript 
After you have ensured that the manuscript is as error-free as you can make it, send your editor the 
final electronic files on CD (or some other media), as email attachments, or via a file transfer service 
such as Dropbox.  

Once you turn in your final manuscript and files to your editor, do not submit changes you want to 
make to him or her. Instead, wait until your review of the copyediting, if you chose that option, or 
wait until you receive proofs of laid-out book pages. 
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Sample Author Biographies 
 
Jane Doe is retired as a professor of history at XXXX University, where she taught 
nineteenth-century American history with a focus on the Civil War and Reconstruction. Her 
previous publications include Title of Book and Title of Book. 
 
John Doe, a lifelong resident of southern Illinois, has studied and observed much about the 
region over the past seven decades. This popular history is his first book. 
 
Jane Doe has been a film producer, private investigator, bouncer, teacher and screenwriter. 
She has climbed in the Himalayas, survived a shipwreck, and lived on a gold mine in the 
Yukon. She and her husband share their home in Southern California with two extraordinary 
boys and a lifetime collection of books. 

Permissions 
As discussed in your book contract, it is the responsibility of the author to acquire any permission 
necessary to reproduce illustrative material and to quote prose or poetry from published material in 
copyright and from unpublished material. Payment of any required fees is also the author’s 
responsibility. It is important that you obtain in writing all necessary permissions to use borrowed 
material, as we will not begin publication without it. To guide you in considering whether permission 
is necessary, and for advice on how to seek permission, refer to the pages that follow. 
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APPENDIX 

Additional Permissions Information  (First paragraph repeated from above) 
As discussed in your book contract, it is the responsibility of the author to acquire any permission 
necessary to reproduce illustrative material and to quote prose or poetry from published material in 
copyright and from unpublished material. Payment of any required fees is also the author’s 
responsibility. It is important that you obtain in writing all necessary permissions to use borrowed 
material, as we will not begin publication without it. To guide you in considering whether permission 
is necessary, and for advice on how to seek permission, refer to the pages that follow. 

Obtaining Rights 
When requesting permission, be sure to ask for nonexclusive world rights for print and electronic 
editions, including e-book editions. You will need to include all the information listed on the Sample 
Permission Request Form on page 7 (also available on our website), which you can use as a template 
when contacting copyright holders. You may be asked to provide information about the book’s 
publication—publication date, price, print run, cloth or paperback binding, and so forth— in your 
permission requests. 

Complying with Permission Granters 
Be sure to retain copies of the signed and countersigned permission documents with receipts for any 
fees paid. Ensure that all of the granter’s conditions for use, as well as any acknowledgement, are 
included in your final manuscript. If a granter of permission has requested a copy of the published 
book, you, and not the Press, must send it. (Paragraph was changed before track changes begun.) 

Adhering to Fair Use 
While it is often difficult to determine precisely what constitutes fair use of previously published 
material under copyright, the discussion in chapter 4 of The Chicago Manual of Style should help 
you make a reasonable decision. As a practical matter, at Saluki Publishing, we consider use of up to 
10 percent of a prose work (composed of assorted brief extracts), 50 percent of a poem, and two lines 
of song lyrics to be fair use. 

Using Previously Published Material 
If any of your chapters are made up in large part of material you wrote and published previously, 
please write to each of those publishers for a release. This procedure is less formal than a permission 
letter, as you usually hold the copyright to your work, but the publisher should know of the 
republication and you want to give that organization a chance to let you know how it would like to 
be credited. Include in your manuscript (in the preface or acknowledgments section) wording 
indicating that the chapters originally appeared in these sources. Significant revision of the essays for 
inclusion in the manuscript may be noted. 

Caveat. If you published an article on a topic related to the book, but the material is spread 
throughout the book, or you used only a portion of material from the published essay, then there is 
no need to write to the journal. 

For more information about rights and permissions, consult chapter 4 of The Chicago Manual of 
Style, sixteenth edition, or the document on the Association of American University Presses website 
at 

http://www.aaupnet.org/images/stories/documents/aauppermfaqs.pdf. 

http://www.aaupnet.org/images/stories/documents/aauppermfaqs.pdf
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Materials That May Require Permission 
The following is a list of materials for which permission may be required if used in a published book. 
Before requesting permission, make sure that your use of the material does not constitute fair use 
(see Saluki Publishing’s guidelines on fair use in “Permissions,” above). Do not request permission 
for materials that are considered fair use or are in the public domain (materials that are no longer—or 
were never—under copyright). For more information about when works enter the public domain, see 
https://copyright.cornell.edu/resources/publicdomain.cfm. For information about copyright, see the 
American Association of University Presses guidelines at 
http://www.aaupnet.org/images/stories/documents/aauppermfaqs.pdf 

If you are uncertain about whether permission is needed in particular cases, ask your acquisitions 
editor. 

Text 
• Chapters or sections written by individuals other than the author or volume editor 
• Epigraphs (quotations on chapter openings or following subheadings) 
• Government reports and documents (federal government materials are public domain but may 

contain material copyrighted by others; state government documents require permission unless 
otherwise specifically indicated) 

• Interviews (use of portions of published interviews may be fair use) 
• Letters and e-mails (correspondence created by author does not need permission) 
• Poetry 
• Prose text (original or revised) from an author’s previously published works 
• Scholarly apparatus, such as filmographies or discographies, created by someone other than the 

author (if previously published, use of these materials may be fair use, but credit should be given 
to creator) 

• Song lyrics of more than two lines (see “Fair Use” on page 1) 
• Translations by others of copyrighted material 
• Unpublished works (fair use does not apply), such as theses, dissertations, and unpublished 

manuscripts 

Images 
• Advertisements 
• Cartoons 
• Drawings or line art 
• Film stills and video captures (considered fair use if used inside the book) 
• Photos taken by people other than the author, including stock photo images, as well as images of 

fine arts objects, magazine or book covers, author photo, et cetera 
• Reproductions of original works of visual art 
• Screen grab of a page on a website 

Other Materials 
• Art for the book’s cover or jacket 
• Maps (no permission needed if created for author’s current book by paid mapmaker) 
• Musical notation, as from sheet music (fair use does not apply) 
• Tables, charts, and graphs created by someone other than the author (unless only reproducing 

factual data) 

https://copyright.cornell.edu/resources/publicdomain.cfm
http://www.aaupnet.org/images/stories/documents/aauppermfaqs.pdf
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Sample Permission Request Form 
 
Dear     : 
 
 I am writing to request permission to reproduce, in a forthcoming publication, the 
following material that you have published: 
 
Author(s)/Editor(s): 
Book or Journal Title: 
Article Title: 
Volume and issue no. if applicable: 
Date of publication: 
Pages as they appear in your publication: 
Other identifying information, and/or remarks: 
 
If you do not control the rights in this material, please let me know who does. 
 
 This material will be reproduced without alteration, unless otherwise indicated 
below, in the following work I am writing/editing, to be published by Saluki Publishing: 
 
Working title of book: 
Anticipated date of publication: 
 
 Please note that this is a work with a limited audience. With that in mind, I request a 
nonexclusive license for the Press as follows: 
 
Territory: Worldwide. 
 
Language(s): English, plus the right to license translations of the book, article, or essay with 
your material included. 
 
Media: Print, e-book, media for people with reading disabilities, and any other medium in 
which the author may decide to issue or license others to issue the book, article, or essay 
with your material. 
 
Revisions: The forthcoming editions and all revised editions of the book. 
 
Assignees: Assignable, but only as part of assignment of the book or journal as a whole. 
 
 I will acknowledge the source of your material. If you require any particular form of 
acknowledgment, please let me know. 
 
 In setting a fee for the permission I request, please bear in mind the limited nature of 
this subject. I would be truly grateful if you would waive the fee altogether. 
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 Thank you for your consideration of this request. A duplicate copy of this letter is 
enclosed for your convenience. 
 
      Sincerely yours, 
 
 
             
 
 
 
Acknowledged and agreed. 
 
Fee:  Waived [or] $_____________ 
 
Remarks: 
 
 
 
By: __________________________________________  Date:      
For the rights holder 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Form revised May 16, 2017 


